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SHORTER NOTES

UPPER BUSH HALL HOUSE

Ax account of this structure, now known as 'Barrow Hill House', has
previously appeared in this journa1,1 and useful supporting evidence of
the dating postulated therein (p. 157) has since been obtained by
excavation.

EXCAVATION
The house has been restored by the present owners Mr. and Mrs.

D. G. Knott, and during the course of  restoration in  1965 i t  was
possible to excavate an area within the limits of the hall (Fig. 1) before
the builders laid down a new concrete floor. A hearth was found in the
position likely to have been used for a central fire in an open hall, and
with the hearth were associated two clay floors and a layer of rubbish
'sandwiched' between them (Fig. 2).

The hearth was evidenced by a quantity of  packed hard clay,
burnt red and associated with a dark rubbish layer containing tile
fragments, oyster shells and sherds. The hearth was contiguous with
the earliest clay floor found which overlaid a close-packed layer of
flints. The sherds from the rubbish layer are datable to a  period
extending from the mid-fourteenth to the fifteenth century, and being
contemporaneous with the hearth seem to confirm the suggested date
of the fourteenth century for the erection of the extant hall-house.
This is based on the assumption that the hearth discovered was in
fact used in the existing house and not in some earlier structure; this
unfortunately cannot be archmologically proved for the following
reason:

The earlier, and lower, clay floor designated 1 in Fig. 2 cannot be
related to the groundsills of the house since they have not survived.
Without exception, all the ground floor walls were removed in fairly
modern times to be replaced by brickwork.2 The foundation trenches
for these later brick walls not only destroyed the groundsills and their
presumed dry footings, but would have also cut through the point of
abuttal of clay floor and original wall. There is therefore no strict
evidence to show that the hearth belongs to the present building other
than its position in relation to the hall plan (Fig. 1). I t  is, however,
unlikely that the hearth served any other structure since i t  was the

1 Arch. Cant., hori-sr (1964), 149.
2 ibid., 149.
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FIG. 1. P l a n  o f  original H a l l -house showing Area excavated in  1965.
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FIG. 2. Sect ion through Clay Floors and Hearth.
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only example found, and it can legitimately be assumed to be in the same
context as the extant building.

All the sherds in the rubbish material were sealed by clay floor 2,
which evidently effected a much-needed repair to the lower floor
which showed signs o f  wear and unevenness when excavated. No
datable material was found above floor 2, which seemed to have been
cleaned or levelled before being covered with sand as a base for a
later brick floor. No datable material was found below floor 1.

I t  was hoped to find a secondary hearth in the east bay of the hall
used after sub-division of the latter,3 but the complete absence of such
a hearth must presuppose that a brazier was used in the resulting
confined space.

POTTERY
The small number of sherds discovered were, with one exception,

recovered from the rubbish layer between floors 1 and 2.

COARSE WARES
There are two rims of cooking pots. One, a sandy buff ware with a

grey core and low content of shell filling, is comparable with an example
found at Pivington.4 The other is a flat horizontal rim also but it is
wedge-shaped tapering in  sharply with a  concave exterior curve.
The fabric is a harder sandy grey substance containing no shell filling;
unfortunately the sherd is too fragmentary to be drawn usefully and
with any certainty of alignment.

A body sherd and a fragment of a pot base both have a similar
fabric to the first rim described above, with a small amount of shell
filling; all three fragments could belong to the same vessel. There are
sherds belonging to at least three other pots and these seem to have
included a large bowl, with sagging base, of a gritty grey fabric with
external pink slip, and another of pink fabric with an internal white
slip and the exterior bearing horizontal scored bands.

FINE WARES
Part of a jug handle was found, but insufficient to show whether

any decoration or pricking was used. The fabric, is hard, sandy pink-
buff with a grey core.

As a group these sherds appear to indicate use of the lower clay
floor 1 from at least 1350 to sometime in the fifteenth century.

The sole sherd actually found in floor 2 is part of a small handle,

3 ibid., 155.
4 Arch. Cant., axv i i  (1962), 39, V.
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Early eighteenth-century wrought  i r on  Gates a t  H a l l  Place, Bex ley.  A t t r i bu ted  t o  Thomas Robinson.
Photographed after their Restoration in 1963.
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oval in section, perfectly smooth and black throughout. I t  was perhaps
an intrusion from some later date.

All the sherds remain in the possession of the present owner, Mr.
D. G. Knott, by whose kind permission the excavation was made.

E. R. SwArN

HALL PLACE, BEXLEY.
WROUGHT IRON GATES AND SCREEN

THE fine gates and screen on the north side of Hall Place were taken
down in 1963, carefully restored, and replaced the following year.
The cost of the work was approximately £3,000, about half of which
was met by Bexley Corporation and the rest by a grant from the
Ministry of Public Building and Works. Messrs. George Lister & Sons
Limited, of Cambridge, undertook the repair of the ironwork, while
Bexley Corporation's Building Works Department dealt with the
brick piers. New Portland stone caps and coping were supplied and
fixed by Mr. L. A. Hannah of Philpots Quarry, West Hoathly, Sussex.
Rust had eaten into the ironwork and much of the detail was missing,
but enough was left to act as a guide in its replacement.1

In J. Starkie Gardner's English Ironwork of the XVIIth & I  Villth
Centuries (1911) the Hall Place gates are illustrated and described
(Plate XXIX and p. 91). I t  is there stated that they are probably the
work of Thomas Robinson who flourished in the early part of the
eighteenth century. Each main gate has a vertical scrolled panel in
the centre, scrolled lock-rail, and arrow-pointed dog-rails. The pyramid
overthrow comprises scrollwork with acanthus and laurel leaves, an
interlaced monogram (R.A. for Robert Austen), drapery and crest.
The crest, in the form of a stag, had been missing for many years, but
has now been restored on the basis of documentary evidence. The piers
on each side are of stout vertical bars with moulded caps and bases,
and a panel of open work. There are lower flanking wicket gates with
similar piers, and beyond these on either side are crested railings on
low brick walls.

Like much of  Robinson's work the composition has a marked
effect of verticality, cleverly set off by the strongly defined transom
panel beneath the overthrow, a feature which he developed more
boldly in his splendid gates at New College, Oxford, made in 1711.
At Hall Place there is Robinson's characteristic lack of repousse decora-
tion, in contrast to the work of Jean Tijou with whom he was employed
at St. Paul's Cathedral. He was described by a contemporary writer

1 These details were kindly supplied by the Town Clerk of Bexley.
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as 'that ingenious Artist, Mr. Thomas Robinson at Hide-Park Corner'.2
Starkie Gardner says of him: 'His style, though undoubtedly influenced
by Tijou's splendid works, remains completely distinct. In  him they
inspired emulation rather than imitation, and he clearly remained
from the outset more Tijou's rival than pupil. He was a fine designer
with a real sense of proportion, balance, fitness and restraint, and
should undoubtedly be honoured as the actual creator of the English
style of smithing.'s A borrowing from Tijou may, however, be detected
at Hall Place in the use of interlacing initials, an innovation effectively
introduced by Tijou, as in his screen to the Fountain Garden at
Hampton Court where the royal monograms of William and Mary
are so displayed.

Mr. Raymond Lister,4 managing director of the firm which carried
out the restoration of the Hall Place ironwork, informs me that although
he would not be prepared to make a final attribution of the gates and
screen to Robinson without documentary evidence, the work is admit-
tedly more like his than any of the other known eighteenth-century
smiths. Apart from the features already mentioned, Mr. Lister points
out that the cresting above the flanking panels is in conception and
execution remarkably close to that on the New College screen, known
on documentary evidence to be by Robinson. The scrollwork and con-
struction in other minor respects are very close to the New College
work and also the gates and screen at Wootton House, Bucks.

The first Austen baronet who lived at Hall Place was Sir Robert
who died in 1666, but on stylistic grounds the gates are unlikely to
have been erected as early as this. More probably the monogram refers
to either the third or fourth baronets who were both named Robert.
According to  Canon Scott Robertson's notes i n  Arch. Cant., xviii
(1889), 370-2, they died in 1706 and 1743 respectively.

P. J. TESTER

HENRY ALLARD .AND THOMAS CORYATE
When Thomas Coryate (1577-1617), the famous traveller, author

of Coryate's Crudities and friend of Donne and Ben Jonson visited the
Holy Places at Jerusalem in 1614, he was accompanied by another
Englishman, Henry Allard. They had left Aleppo on 15th March with
a caravan of Armenians, and a transcript of the register of pilgrims at
the monastery of San Salvatore records:

7 Apr. Thomas Ooriato
Ilenricus Ellard do Paroohia Biddondon in Comit. Ohansio.

2 John Ayliffo, The Antient and Present State of the University of Oxford.
3 Op. cit., 228.
'Author  of Decorative Wrought Ironwork in Great Britain (1957).
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There seem to have been only three other Western visitors during
the month. Coryate and Allard (though Protestants) were courteously
received by the Franciscans and their feet were washed according to
custom. Allard returned to England, bearing letters from Coryate,
who had set out on his astonishing walk to India and the court of the
Great Mogul.

In Biddenden church is a brass to Richard Allarde, Alderman of
Rochester, died 1593 aged 60, and his three wives, Helen, Joan and
Thomasin. By his first wife Helen he had three sons—Henry, Richard
and John. There is a brass inscription to Richard, son of Henry Allarde,
1593, aged 21. I t  seems probable that this Henry was Coryate's com-
panion at Jerusalem. I find nothing on him in the Dictionary of National
Biography.

Hasted says the Allards were established for many generations in
Biddenden, where they had a mansion of the same name. The last of
them, Francis, left an only daughter in the time of  Charles I .  She
married Terry Aldersey of Swanton Court in Bredgar.
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RICHARD C. STONE

ANGLO-SAXON CHURCHES I N  KENT

I  HAVE been asked to write a note for Archceologia Cantiana to draw
the attention of members of the Society to the publication in 1965 of
a national survey of Anglo-Saxon churches (H. M. Taylor and Joan
Taylor, Anglo-Saxon Architecture, 2 volumes, Cambridge University
Press) and to mention the Kentish churches which are included therein.
As is stated in the preface of the survey, no list, however carefully
prepared, can be hoped to be complete, and I shall always be grateful
for notices from readers who believe that there is evidence of pre-
Conquest workmanship in churches which are not included in our lists.
The descriptions in our lists are all based upon personal observation,
since only careful inspection on the spot can settle outstanding ques-
tions of date. I t  would greatly help me in deciding to arrange for any
necessary further visits if readers reporting additional churches would
give brief accounts of the features which lead them to believe that
there are pre-Conquest features that deserve inspection.
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This article is inspired by discussions with Dr. Edward Gilbert

about the existing church at Lyminge and by a recent report from
Mr. A. D. Stoyel that features suggestive of Anglo-Saxon workmanship
exist at Otford, Kemsing, and Bearsted, none of which is included in
our lists, but all of which I  have recently visited. As a result of those
visits I  would now include Bearsted and the parish church at Lyminge
in the list of clearly defined Anglo-Saxon survivals, and would include
Kemsing and Otford in the list of  those that are scarcely proven
beyond doubt but which certainly deserve further careful attention.

The list of  churches in Kent containing well-established Anglo-
Saxon or  Saxo-Norman features, as published i n  Appendix D  o f
Anglo-Saxon Architecture, and with the addition o f  Bearsted and
Lyminge as noted above, is as follows:
Aldington
Bearsted'
Canterbury

Cathedral Church of Christ (on
literary evidence only)

St. Martin

St. Mary
St. Peter &

St. Paul
St. Pancras

(ruins) the first
two incorporated
in St. Augustine's
Abbey; the third
in the grounds
thereof

St. Mildred
Cheriton
Coldred
Darenth
Dover, St. Mary-in-the-Castle
Halstow, Lower
Kingsdown
Kingston
Langdon, East
Leeds
Lullingstone (remains o f  former

church of Lullingstane found by
excavation adjacent to Roman

Lydd
Lyminge, St. Mary (ruins)
Lyminge, St. Mary and St.

Eadburg2
Milton-on-Swale
Minster-in-Sheppey
Northfleet
Orpington (probably confined to

sundial)
Paddlesworth (nr. Folkestone)
Peckham, West
Reculver, St. Mary (ruins)
Rochester, St.  Andrew (remains

found b y  excavation par t ly
covered by W. end of cathedral)

St. Margaret's-at-Clifie
Shorne
Stone-by-Faversham (ruins)
Stourmouth, West
Swan scombe
Whitfield
Willesborough
Wilmington
Wouldham

The list of churches in Kent containing Anglo-Saxon features that
are scarcely proven beyond doubt, as published in Appendices B and

1 F. O. Elliston Erwood, Arch. Cant., lxii (1949), 103.
2 Edward Gilbert, Arch. Cant., lxxix (1964), 143.
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D of Anglo-Saxon Architecture, and with the addition of Kemsing and
Otford as noted above, is as follows:
Kemsing O t f o r d

Minster-in- Thanet (remains
of Abbey)

No doubt there will need in due course to be further additions to both
lists.

Meantime, as indicated in the preface to the first two volumes of
our book, I  am at work on a third volume which will attempt to build
up an architectural history of England from the seventh to the eleventh
centuries on the basis of the evidence provided by the buildings and
their recorded history. The third volume will also attempt to relate
English architectural history more closely to Merovingian, Carolingian,
and Ottonian architecture on the Continent than has been done in the
past. I t  will also contain brief notices of churches that were omitted
from volumes I  and I I  but which (like those mentioned above) I  now
believe should be included.

H. M. TAYLOR

WILLIAM HARVEY: A CORRECTION

The reference to the parents of William Harvey (1578-1657) on
p. 106 of Vol. lxxx (1965), should read that Thomas Harvey married
Joan, the daughter of John and not Thomas Halke of Hastingleigh.
A similar mistake is recorded in the Dictionary of National Biography:
J̀oane, daughter of Thomas Halke of Hastingleigh'.

The marriage entry, quoted from a photostat of the contemporary
Transcript of entries for 1576-1577 from the Parish Register of Hasting-
leigh (by the kindness of Dr. W. G. Urry) reads:

'Thomas Harvie of Folston maried Joane Havke the dawghter of
John Hauk Januari 21(1577).'

A brass above the tomb of Joan's parents, Johannes and Amia
(Amy) Halke is in the nave pavement of St. Mary the Virgin, Hasting-
leigh, and a brass tablet on the north wall of the chancel of the parish
church at Folkestone is inscribed to the memory of Joan as a wonderful
wife, mother and friend.

M.W.H.
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